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Nuclear fragmentation

Geometrical cross section 
with transparency term b

Most important: charged projectile fluences (Z=1-6)

Have to be taken into account by TPS!

• Fraction of the carbon 
ions fragmenting before 
the Bragg peak: some 10% 

• Fraction of beam energy 
deposited by other ions: 
some 10% 

Nuclear interaction models
In Geant4

• Nuclear interaction models are slow


• In particular the most sophisticated ones 

 e.g. QMD
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Use simpler models

Trade off between 
computing time and 
precision



Problems in Geant4 below 100 MeV/u
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Cross section of the 6Li production at 2.2 degree in 
a 12C on natC reaction at 62 MeV/u.

[Plot from De Napoli et al. 
Phys. Med. Biol., vol. 57, no. 

22, pp. 7651–7671, Nov. 2012]

• Exp. data
• G4-BIC 
• G4-QMD

No dedicated model to nuclear 
interaction below 100 MeV/u in Geant4

Many papers showed discrepancies:
Braunn et al. : one order of magnitude in 12C fragmentation at 
95 MeV/u on thick PMMA target 


De Napoli et al. : angular distribution of the secondaries 
emitted in the interaction of 62 MeV/u 12C on thin carbon 
target


Dudouet et al. : similar results with a 95 MeV/u 12C beam on 
H, C, O, Al and Ti targets



BLOB (Boltzmann-Lagevein One Body)

• Test-particle approach


• Self-consistent mean field + 
collisions


• Probability to find a nucleon in the 
phase space
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Order of minutes per interaction!

BLOB (Boltzmann-Lagevein One Body)

the description of multi-fragment production. In this respect, stochastic
models, such as SMF and BLOB, represent an important improvement
over standard BUU-like models. We already showed in preliminary
work the potentialities of the two models in describing 12C fragmen-
tation, comparing their predicted relative total yields with experimental
data using the SIMON [32] code for the de-excitation of the fragments
[33] and the Geant4 statistical de-excitation model G4Ex-
citationHandler [21]. In this work, we present a more extended
benchmark with the data-set of De Napoli et al. [20], i.e. experimen-
tally measured double differential cross sections of fragment production
from the interaction of a 12C beam at 62MeV/u with a thin natC target.
We coupled SMF and BLOB with Geant4 and its de-excitation phase,
foreseeing their porting to Geant4.

2.2. Interface with Geant4

To couple SMF and BLOB with Geant4 we developed two “dummy”
models in Geant4, G4SMF and G4BLOB, that is, we followed the Geant4
guidelines for developing models by inheriting from the Geant4 pure
virtual class G4VIntraNuclearTransportModel. G4SMF and
G4BLOB load the output from SMF and BLOB, respectively, and sample
one of their final states. The reaction products are reconstructed by
applying a clustering procedure to the one-body density r( ) defining a
“liquid” and a “gas” phase. The first one is associated with cells having
density 1/6· 0, being 0 the saturation density, whereas the gas
phase is composed by all the remaining test particles. Fragments are
built connecting neighbouring cells of the liquid phase. Each liquid
phase neighbourhood stands for a fragment. Once fragments are iden-
tified, from the knowledge of the one-body distribution function it is
possible to calculate their mass, charge, and kinematical properties. For
the interaction under consideration, there are typically two large
fragments, each having real values of the mass (A) and atomic number
(Z), as they result from the test particles clustering procedure which has
been described before. Therefore, G4SMF and G4BLOB sample the
number of neutrons (A Z) and protons (Z) from A and Z , converting
A and Z to an integer (A and Z, respectively). This is done by using the
fractional part of the real (A Z and Z) as the probability that the
number is rounded up or down.

The number of neutrons and protons are sampled independently for
each fragment and then the number of nucleons emitted is sampled
from the “gas” to match the total charge and barionic number of the
initial state. Conservation of three-momentum is checked at the end; if
it is not within 10%, the event is rejected and the sampling restarts.

Fragment excitation energies are calculated by subtracting the
Fermi motion, evaluated in the local density approximation, from the
fragment kinetic energy, taken in the fragment reference frame [34].

The number of test particles per nucleon used in BLOB is 500 to
ensure an accurate phase space mapping. In SMF it is not recommended
to increase the number of test particles per nucleon to more than 100
because the fluctuations in the interactions would be underestimated.
BLOB does not suffer this problem because of its modified collision
term.

The large fragments are then passed to the de-excitation model of
Geant4, G4ExcitationHandler, for their statistical de-excitation.
The Geant4 version used in this work is 10.5.p1, the most recent.

The results are then scaled by the total inelastic cross section and
processed to reproduce the experimental angular resolution, geome-
trical acceptance and energy resolution. The total inelastic cross section
used is the default in Geant4 for these reactions, the one calculated with
the G4ComponentGGNuclNuclXsc class which uses the Glauber
model with the Gribov correction calculated in the dipole approxima-
tion [35]. As can be seen in Table 1 all the models available in Geant4
for computing the inelastic cross sections in this energy domain give
similar results.

The double differential cross sections obtained coupling SMF and
BLOB with Geant4 are shown in Figs. 3–8, in all these plots we show

Fig. 3. Double differential cross sections of alpha particle production as a
function of the kinetic energy of the produced fragment for different angles.
Binary Intranuclear Cascade (BIC) [25] in green, and INCL++ [22,23] in blue
“Stochastic Mean Field” (SMF) in red and “Boltzmann-Langevin One Body”
(BLOB) in cyan. Another model, Quantum Molecular Dynamics (QMD) [26], is
available for ion interactions in Geant4. However, it is not used by default
below 100MeV/u, where G4IonQMDPhysics calls BIC. A complete description
of the benchmark of the models already available in Geant4, with QMD, can be
found in [21]. This validation is included in the Geant4 validation system [27].
The experimental data are from De Napoli et al. [20] and were taken with a
62MeV/u 12C beam on a thin natC target. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Table 1
Inelastic cross sections computed with the Geant4 models.

Model Cross section (barn) Reference

G4ComponentGGNuclNuclXsc 1.054 [35]
G4IonsShenCrossSection 1.0221 [36]
G4IonsKoxCrossSection 1.0083 [37]

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for protons.
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guidelines for developing models by inheriting from the Geant4 pure
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applying a clustering procedure to the one-body density r( ) defining a
“liquid” and a “gas” phase. The first one is associated with cells having
density 1/6· 0, being 0 the saturation density, whereas the gas
phase is composed by all the remaining test particles. Fragments are
built connecting neighbouring cells of the liquid phase. Each liquid
phase neighbourhood stands for a fragment. Once fragments are iden-
tified, from the knowledge of the one-body distribution function it is
possible to calculate their mass, charge, and kinematical properties. For
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fragments, each having real values of the mass (A) and atomic number
(Z), as they result from the test particles clustering procedure which has
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number of neutrons (A Z) and protons (Z) from A and Z , converting
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0

Accurate Slow

We interfaced BLOB with Geant4 
and its de-excitation model

[C. Mancini-Terracciano et al. Preliminary results coupling 
“Stochastic Mean Field” and “Boltzmann-Langevin One Body” 
models with Geant4. In: Physica Medica 67 (2019), pp. 116–

122. doi: 10.1016/j.ejmp.2019.10.026.]
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also the models already available in Geant4, to be taken as a reference.

2.3. Corrections

The clustering procedure discussed above provides reasonable re-
sults, for the description of the ground state and for excited primary
fragment properties, in the case of medium-heavy nuclei. However, for
light systems, such as the ones we are interested in, owing to numerical
fluctuations of the phase space density, this procedure leads to an
overestimation of the evaluated fragment excitation energies. The er-
rors are larger in percentage when the fragment excitation energy is
smaller, causing a spurious non-zero value even in the ground state.
Hence, this problem affects to a large extent the results concerning the
less central impact parameters. Indeed, the top plot of Fig. 9 does not
show the expected fall-off with increasing impact parameter (b), as
discussed above. To mitigate this effect, we applied a linear correction
to the excitation energy for b b0, being =b 5.5 fm0 , roughly twice the
12C radius. Such a correction is linear with b and its maximum is
2.77MeV/u. Such value corresponds to the average spurious ground
state excitation energy associated with the fragments emerging from
our calculations.

In addition, as already mentioned, in SMF and BLOB two-body in-
teractions are explicitly treated as elastic collisions, of a stochastic
nature, between test particles. Though the majority of the small frag-
ments is produced during the de-excitation phase, some of them may
emerge from the reaction dynamics, owing to correlations (two-body
and even more than two-body correlations) which go beyond the sto-
chastic two-body collision effects implemented in our procedure. These
correlations may change the momentum distribution of the reaction
products. To take into account these effects we developed a simple
coalescence model for the nucleons sampled from the SMF and BLOB
final state. In this simple model, if a proton and a neutron are closer
than 6 fm and their momenta differ by less than 260MeV/u, which
roughly corresponds to the Fermi energy, they form a deuteron. This
process is applied recursively to allow the formation of heavier ejec-
tiles. The position of the coalesced fragment is the average of the
fragments from which it was formed; its momentum, A and Z are sum of
the coalescing fragments.

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 3 but for deuterium.

Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 3 but for tritium.

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 3 but for 6Li.

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 3 but for 7Be.
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Deep Learning to emulate NIMs
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Reproduce a model output


Negligible running time

f(X) = Y

Neural Network

f̃w(X) = YXw Y
X Y



Complex Physics Simulations
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Sanchez-Gonzalez, Alvaro, et al. "Learning to simulate 
complex physics with graph networks." International 

Conference on Machine Learning. PMLR, 2020.

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.09405

github.com/deepmind/deepmind- 
research/tree/master/learning to simulate. 

https://sites.google.com/view/learning-to-simulate

Github

Videos



Graph Network-based Simulators (GNS)
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GNN approach
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Emulating the dynamics of QMD in 12C on 12C reaction at 12 MeV/u

Each nucleon is a node of the graph



Visually satisfying results…
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… which are not Physical 
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In the best case scenario:

Quantities are conserved on average


Variance explodes increasing time steps

Cannot be used to infer physical quantities 
 at the end of the reaction

Momentum on z axis



QMD, BLOB
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Differences in the Physics

Liquid simulations
Short range interactions


Gravity

Building fully connected graphs

Feasible only for  
limited number of nodes 

(QMD)

Long range interactions 
Collisions

Nedges ∝ N2



QMD, BLOB
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Proposed approach

Liquid simulations
Short range interactions


Gravity

Emulating the Potential  
acting on each node

Long range interactions 
Collisions



Three good reasons
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Why the Potential

Get more control on the Physics

Speed up: Potential computation is the Bottleneck

Improving Mean Field



Get more control on the Physics
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Why the Potential

{q, p} Vi

No blackbox AI solution DL computes a known, 
but complex function

Enforce physical conservation laws in the model



Why the Potential
It is the Bottleneck
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~ 4 mins per 
interaction

with Intel VTune Amplifier

24%

76%

lapla other

3 mins: computing mean field laplacian 3 mins: computing mean field laplacian 

Profiling BLOB



Improving Mean Field
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Why the Potential

Learn any potential given particle coordinates

No more time and complexity overload

Improve Mean Field approximation



Once you’ve learned the Potential
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Full Deep Learning Hybrid Models

Vi
Accounts for long range 
interactions

GNNs predicts collisions

{qt, pt, Vt} {qt+1, pt+1}

Get    differentiating  Fi Vi

Integrate the equation of 
motion with standard methods

(Runge Kutta 4, …)
FDL 



Once you’ve learned the Potential
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Full Deep Learning 

Vi Accounts for long range 
interactions

GNNs predicts collisions

{qt, pt}

{qt+1, pt+1}

{Vt}

No need for Fully Connected graphs



Once you’ve learned the Potential
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Hybrid Models

Get    automatically 
differentiating  

Fi
Vi

Integrate the equation of 
motion with standard methods

Mixing Deep Learning with 
standard methods

Export the DL model 
as a function

Integrate it into existing code, 
replacing potential computation

GetPotential  method in QMD()
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Particle-wise MLP for Potential Prediction

Vi = ∑ Vij = ∑ f (qi, qj, pi, pj, ci, cj)

Embed particle exchange symmetry

Learning the Potential: DL model

=
MLP
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Particle-wise MLP for Potential Prediction
Learning the Potential: Preliminary results

Model:

Training:

Data:

5 layers MLP + ReLu + LayerNorm

23k stories

10 events


24 particles : ~5 M examples

~3 days training on Nvidia V100

Results: Mean Absolute Error: 0.0155

V

Particles

Predicted
True



Next Steps
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Full Deep Learning approach to 
emulate QMD dynamics

Exporting the DL models in ONNX or using Libtorch

Releasing the code for Geant4 integration (as an example?)

Potential prediction on BLOB



Lorenzo Arsini    26-09-2023

Thank you for your attention!
• Nuclear interaction models in Geant4:


• Sophisticated models are slow

• No dedicated model under 100 MeV/u


• Deep Learning approach for model emulation

• State-of-the-art approach fails on QMD dynamics 

• Potential prediction with Deep Learning

• Full Deep Learning or Hybrid models

G4 Collaboration Meeting 2023 - Hokkaido University, Sapporo
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Deep Learning framework
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f(X) = Y

Neural Network

wrt parameters

wrt input∇X f̃w(X)XX

∇w f̃w(X)w w

f̃w(X) = YXw Y
X

Known 
gradients

Y



Differentiability
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Minimization of a Loss Function

∇w f̃w(X)w wTraining a Neural Network

ℒw = | f(X) − f̃w(X) |2

Gradient descent

min ℒwww
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Graph Neural Networks
Deep Learning on Graphs

𝒢(V, E)

Social Networks

Molecules

Economics

Point Clouds

Physics 
Simulations



Message passing
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i

Neighborhood information

Process

Aggregate

j

Learning on
nodes

Learning on
edges



Momentum
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Graph Neural Networks for fast emulation 

of nuclear interaction models

Conservation fails at later times

Check Physical  
conserved quantities

QMD conserves  
momentum on average

Graph-QMD:

• Similar mean

• Wider variance

while
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Graph Neural Networks for fast emulation 

of nuclear interaction models

Conservation fails at later times

Check Physical  
conserved quantities

QMD conserves  
momentum on average

Graph-QMD:

• Similar mean

• Wider variance

while



Mass center position
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of nuclear interaction models

Conservation fails at later times

Check Physical  
conserved quantities

QMD conserves  
mass center on average

Graph-QMD:

• Similar mean

• Wider variance

while



Mass center position
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Graph Neural Networks for fast emulation 

of nuclear interaction models

Check Physical  
conserved quantities

QMD conserves  
mass center on average

Graph-QMD:

• Similar mean

• Wider variance

while

Conservation fails at later times


